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Abstract 
AB 'TR1 CT 
This report i about a car h ngin , E. H I _ k th t i t b d ployed in a location 
where usually the u er ha a bri h engine. Thus it is designed 
to be very easy to use as it is design d to b intuitiv , o as the learning curve for the 
search engine is very shallow. 
The system is divided into two modules, the user interface and the administrator 
module. The user interface provide· a basic search engine capability to the user to 
enable them to search for relevant article. In regard to place like a shopping complex, 
for instance the user can search for shops and public amnesties. 
The administrator module provides the capability for the people involved in th 
maintenance to update the infonnati n. hi· will be very useful in omc appli .ation 
where the information changes often. 
The designing of the system uses the software engineering rncthodolo 1y t znabl th 
designing of a system that are relatively trouble free. Thus, the a,""'-" .. JMi. 
sure that every aspect in the dcvclopm 111 be planned 
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en. PTER 1 
INTRODU .Tl 
1.1 tnrroduenon 
The search engine's role 
Because of the growth in information management, many techniques and methods 
have been devised to manage information and to answer queries from the users. 
Unfortunately. while there is a great advancement in the business based information 
management, there has been onl carce methods have been implemented to make the 
end users' interaction better. 
Wha! i tile importance of a natural language search engln c1? 
Although by itself, a search engine is simple in a sen e that in only car h for th 
answers that the users have keyed in, we can't deny that the scarch cnuine has h iconic 
the common tool for extracting information from source that omctimc imp ibl t 
hift thr ugh without the u c of it. 
Wllat is t.: Help Desk? 
E. l Ielp De k is a scar ·h en iinc u scd r r ki k-ba cd d pl m nt. ·1 he diffcrcn 
between it and th· no: 111al search •11 tine is that is supports a natural Ian •uage qu -r_ t 
a limit xl cl· ir ic, 1101 just h: s •arching all throu ih the indc 11 ·in• th· i n k ord: 
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1.2 Objectives 
Among the objectives that or fl be 
implementation of ·. l Iclp De k ar a 
hi" '" ' ith the development and 
•!• To design and develop an efficient earch ngine that will be very easy to use, so much so 
that it hardly needs help file . Thi. 'intuiti e" interface is better suited to the use in a 
location where the interaction time between the users and the system is quite short. 
•!• To design a modular search engine that can be used with other components. 
•!• To design a search engine that can also be deployed various places 
1.3 1 cope of project 
. Help De. k is de. igned divided into two module. which arc the 11. er int •rfa , 
module and the administrator module. However, ju t one m dulc can b 
which i. the u. er interface module. The administrator module contain: morlul • for 
updating information. 
1.3. l. The public user interface 
The public n. er interface of the. y. t 111 ha. th . arch en iin wh r th· us r )nl hn 
to key in their query so a to retrieve the probable an wcr t their qu ry. 
1.3.2 Administrator Interface Modul' 
P • pie wh arc 111 I sd in mauuainine the s stem will u c the admini: trat rm dul . 
Th' 1111i11t ·m111 ' in .lud 'I' th · Iii ·ility I< update infonuanon, i ndd n v mfonuari n 
t th· kn wlc I bas ' (hut the database will be up t date. But, thi d p nd nth 
2 
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deployment. /\ ba ic sy tern depl cd in a sh pping mp! x will not have this 
ncccssit y 11. I he in format ion 11~ cd ma nnt nnrnrnlly h n,? , such as the information 
on tenants or the location o th ba i amne tie. in th building. 
1.4 Significance 
I. The E. Help Desk will help the user to find answers using simple language queries. 
2. The E. Help Desk will al o be able to show some extra information, such as the 
location of the place queried if applicable 
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"HAPTER., 
RI£VJl!,W O'F LITERATURE 
2.J Purpose 
1. To gather information about the s. stem we intend to develop. 
2. Evaluate existing systems on the same topic so that a better product can be 
developed. 
3. Comparison of a few software, tools and approaches is important for the best 
outcome. Without this analysis, we would not be able to identify the strength. and 
wcaknesse .. 
2.2 Approach 
Information Catherina 
In order lo attain information to build the ·y stem there a few main r · .ourc ·, lhut l 
took into account. This part of the proposal i. very important for forth rd clopm nt 
of the sy tern therefore it inv Ived a lot of re carch. Inf rrnation ought f r thi pr je t 
is from four main resources, arc d . crihc I AS follow.·- 
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2.2.1 Search engine 
Usin > search en inc to scar h throuuh th' internet, " an r trieve information 
regarding many concept and thing th t an b , thaustive, if the search was done 
correctly. The author used the search engine to gath r information on systems that are 
based on Natural Langua e Proc s: ing. 
www .google.com 
www .yahoo.com 
www .infoseek.com 
www.altavista.com 
www .excite.com 
Mainly all these search engines were used to:- 
I. F111d out tile existing natural language processing system whose information are 
available for public scrutiny. 
These systems are evaluated based upon the features the have and how us r fricndl 
they are. Key words that are used for this purpo ·e are word' that arc r ·l · Hnl t ) th, 
natural language processing, such as 'natural Ian iua ie pro e .. in 1', and 'par. in ' 
2. Find out tile software available for web dev slopmet« 
The limitation and strength of mo t development oftwar arc on id red f r th 
election f .oftware f r the du elopmcnt the authour' · system. The main k 
used were application development uch a , Vi ual Prolog and Mier 
ome inti rmati n re iardinn road t dcpl s stem wit r nl inf rrnati n 11 d t 
he supplied is also ', nmiued. 
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3. Find out tile programming tools ford 'l'l!lopmenr. 
-or each of' the sol'f ware dcv lopm nl pl tform, tc els th t ar available for free were 
examined to determine whether th ~ ar uirabl f r 11 e in the systems. 
4. Find out good methods of designing the application on each platform 
In developing the system on any particular platform, it is imperative to find out the 
best way do it so that it doesn't cau. any problem when deployed on the platform. 
2.2.2 Library resources 
Library resources, mainly books were found from the main library of University 
Malaya. Books on web development software were read to put more stren th on the 
findings in the net. 
Besides that, dictionaries available in the library were helpful in the sense thnt th 
provide a clearer picture of arranging the data in a more meaningful 11rn1111 'r. . incc R. 
Help Desk is a search engine, more stress was given on this field when lookin r f r 
appropriate examples. 
System Analysis and esign books helped to under land the method I g f r 
designing a ·y tern. These book, were helpful al ·o in the des: •ni11g 1 has · of th· 
system such a creating data flow diagram (OFO), flow chart and antt hart. 
Some of the web dev I pment bo k in th library r u eful in rdcr t ram 
knowled re in creatin 1 a more 111 ianiuuful and pr Icssi nal-l kin> w b it 
nd -'1" tanding r d unbus ' ' st ms i unp rtant f r de lopin t • 11 Ip k. 
Th ·r ·fore hooks 011 dutabnHc appli ·atio1111 w ·re rend and am1l scd. 
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2.2.3 Bili!< Dokumen 
Another source for gatherin r int rmation i th Bilik D kumen in the Faculty of 
Computer Science and Tnfonnation T hn logy. Ill the Bilik Dokumen, the authour 
have made references to some proj ct and do umentations by the seniors and some of 
my peers, which are relevant to my proj ct. I manage to analyse a few search engines. 
Some of the reports were useful in the sense that they provide information regarding 
the software used and the tools needed for any particular software. 
Besides that, the documentation gave a brief idea on how to go about in developing a 
system from scratch, which is very important at tbe beginning stage of developin a 
new system. 
The resource in Bilik Dokumen consists of reports on several different kind of 
applications including the wcb-ba scd ones. o, this gave the authour n ·h m · · to 
compare a few projects, which the authour used as the best approach for dcv lopin r F. 
Help Desk. 
7 
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2.2.4 Interviewing 
An information- athcrin 1 int rvi w is a dir 'I 'cl nv rsati n with a specific purpose 
that uses a question-and-answer f rmat, Th five maj r st ps in interview preparation 
arc shown in Figure 5.2. These steps include a range of activities from gathering basic 
background material to deciding whom to interx iev . 
Steps in planning the interview 
1. Read Background Material 
2. Establish Interviewing Objectives 
3. Decide Whom to Interview 
4. Prepare tile Interviewee 
5. Decide 011 Question Types 
A few interview sessions were done with the dealers from c few second-hand ar 
companies and users, mainly students and my relatives. 
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2.3 Findings 
2.3.1 Search engine 
2.3.2 Books 
1. System Analysis and Design, 1979 
This text combines concept and practice in one volume and gives a broad yet specific 
treatment of the makeup, analysis, design, and implementation of systems projects. It 
uses a practical approach to real-life situations based on the author's years of 
experience in the field. 
2. System Analysis and Design, 1999 
This book emphasizes on the designing phase of a system in detail, the moth dolo •i . 
and teaches the proper way to write a proposal. 
3. Software Engineering, A l'ractioncr' Approach, 1992 
This text consists the method to dcsi )O a 'Y 'fern. .. r c: ampl \ the archit icturnl 
design, functional and non-functional function of a tern. Un
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2.3.3. Bilik Dokumen 
Online Dicuonary: OnOCT 
An online dictionary on cornput r t rm " hi h th uthour u ed as reference in report 
writing. This system i · developed by one of th Fa ulty of Computer Science and 
Information Technology's student. 
2.4. Analysis 
2.4.1. Designing An Application 
General guidelines for designing Application 
1. Use appropriate professional tools 
The usage of programming tool· such a· Microsoft's Visual 1 t 6.0 or Visual Pro lo' 
will definitely assist in the designing the application. 
2. Study Other Applications 
Generally there are two methods of designing an application. The fir ton i to d ign 
the application so simple that it doesn't need an help to he implcm 'ntcd. This is 
called 'intuitive application'. Another one is the general development p lie v h r~ 
help were provided as needed. Each of the ·e is suited to some applications c 111. , hilc 
being ineffective in others. 
3. Plan Ahead 
In designin t, it i alway better t plan ahead s that sari fact r r ult uld 
a lt <1 i ncd. 
I 0 
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Good screen design 
There arc four guideline. for n oo l scr n dcsian. 
(v Keep the creen simple 
© Create an attractive screen 
2.4.2. Software 
Software Evaluation 
Software evaluation is done based on all these factors. (Kendall & Kendall, 1999) 
..,. performance effectiveness 
Able to perform all required tasks 
Ahle lo perform all task: that may he de. ired al some time in the lutur 
Well design display screens 
Adequate capacity 
..,. performance efficiency 
Fast response time 
Efficient input 
Efficient output 
Efficient stora re data 
Efficient back-up 
11 
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..,. easy to use 
Sal isfactory user interface 
Help menus available 
Readrne files for last minute change 
Flexible interface 
Adequate feedback 
Good error recovery 
..,. flexibility 
Options for input 
Options for output 
Usable with other software 
..,. quality of documentation 
Good Organization 
Adequate online tutorial 
Web site with FAQ 
..,. manufacturer support 
Technology upport h tliue 
Newsletter/email 
Web site with down! adnbl produ ·t updat . 
12 
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/Je11efits and Llmltatlons of the software 011sid •r •d. 
1. Micro oft Visual C++ 6.0 
Microsoft Visual I I 6.0 include a numb r oft hni al breakthroughs that provide 
users a fast and easy way to create and manage applications 
New Features 
• easier installation 
• easier graphical user interface development 
• compartmentalized (object oriented) software development platform 
• rapid Window -based application development 
Benefits 
The software i · one of the leading Microsoft Visual-based application 
development platform, which is used in conjunction with other Microsoft Visual 
Studio platform components, such as Visual Basic 6.0 and Fox-Pro. 
The usage of Microsoft Foundation Clas ensure that with pr p ~r din' nd 
implementation, the Windows based application that developed on th platform i. 
quite robust. 
Limitation 
Unfortunately, being primarily 1 1 ba .ed software implementation, it d sn t 
function very well as a Natural LAn >110 Pro ssin 1 • yst m Tim, alth 11 ah it ha 1.: 
as its advantage, ea e of use thi limitation .anccls ut the b inc 1t. 
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2. Visual Prolog (l1ttp:llpdc.t1e.uk) 
New Features 
• easier integration with Windows 
• easier graphical user interface development 
• better Windows-based application de elopment using Prolog 
Benefits 
The software is another implementation of Prolog language. Thus, it more 
suited with the Artificial Intelligence based application, such as Natural Language 
Processing. As Visual Prolog also implemented some of the object oriented 
programnun > features, it also rectifies some of the Prolo 's limitat ions. 
Limitation 
Visual Prolog is harder to be understood as a result of the m re b rw n 
Prolog language and object oriented mcthodolo >y. Granted, ii docs arldr . s both 
methods' weakne ses. However, it al o introduces more limitation as it doe , . 
14 
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2.4.3. Methodology Review 
Comparison between Prototyping and ~J'- tem Development Life Cycle (SDLC). 
Complaints about going through the SDLC c ntr s around two main concerns, which 
are interrelated. The first concern is the extended time required going through the 
development life cycle. As the investment of the analyst time increases, the cost of the 
delivered system rises proportionally. 
The second concem about u ing SDLC is that user requirements change over time. 
During the long interval between the time the user requirements are analysed and the 
time that the finished system is delivered, user requirements are evolving. Thus, 
because of the extended development cycle, the resulting system maybe criticised for 
inadequately addressing current user information requirements. 
It is apparent that the concerns are interrelated, since they both pivot 11 tho time 
required to complete the SDLC and the problem or falling out or touch with us 'r 
requirements during subsequent development phases. If a system is d v I p cd in 
isolation from users (after initial requirements analy ·i · i · complete), it will not b • up 
to their expectations. 
A consequence of the problem f kecpin ~up with user requirements is the '11gg •st ion 
that users cannot really know what they do or do not want until the ee omething 
tangible. And in this traditional OL , it i often too late to change an unwanted 
system once it is delivered. 
To overcome these problems, some analysts propose that prototyping b u: d a. an 
alrernative t th s , t nu de ilopm nt life c clc. When prot typing i u cd in thi , a. 
th· anal st cflcctiv ·I shortcus the time between usccrtainrncnt f inf rrnation 
requir m ·nt' and d •liv ry f t~ w rl able y. tem. i\dditi natl u ing pr t tvpin 
I~ 
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instead of the traditional syst m d 1 pm nt hf" ~rl might overcome some of the 
problems of accurately identifying user inform Ii n 1 quir ments. (Kendall & 
Kendall, 1999) 
2.4.4. Existing Natural Language Processing System 
Sta11 Natural Language Question Answering System 
http://www.a i. mit.edu/projects/infola b/start-system.html 
The START server answers questions in English about the MlT Al Laboratory, 
geography, and assorted other topics. The Server is based on the ST ART natural 
language system developed by Boris Katz and his associates in the lnfolab C1ro11p 
START has been available to World Wide Web users since ecember 1993. 
Brainhat Natural Language Processing-ha ed Operating ysrem 
http://www.hrainhat.com 
Brainhat is an NLP executive that can dispatch ta ks, handle natural Ian ru g 
events, evaluate ideas, and ask and answer questions. ccau: c Brainhat i. knowlcdu 
representation-based, it can digress within a conver ation, an wcr que ti n ut idc 
the script, and keep rich context. 
Geo base 
http://www-lldc.dk/ 
Being the developer of the Vi ual Prolog, the Pr log e cl pm nt ntre ha e 
provided a . ample of a NLP interface to a pc n. m" 
Yi ual Proto r. 
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2.4.5. Interview with user 
There were a few interview sc: sion: non ,, ith a fi v us 1. to get a clearer idea of 
what is expected from the project. Fr m ' hat I under tand, there are a few important 
aspects, which needed specific consideration. The areas are highlighted below :- 
attractiveness 
One of the key factor in designing web sites is the attractiveness of the Graphical User 
Interface (GUI). If the users find screens appealing, they are likely to be more 
productive. Screens should draw users into them and hold their attention. A screen 
should never be crowded. Using multiple screen windows or hyperlinks is far better 
off then jamming everything onto a screen or page. By creating screens that are easy 
to grasp at first glance, one appeals to both inexperienced and experienced users. With 
the advent of Graphical User Interface (GUI) it is possible to make input crccn very 
attractive. 
Examples: 
Different Types Fonts 
Types of fonts are another way to make screens attractive to u er . iffcrent t 
enhance diff crcntiation among categories. -or instance thick, 'mis scri ft p · st I rs .an 
be used to denote main categories and to give screen a modem look. Larg r type can 
indicate captions for data entry fields. Thinner type with serifs can b • u d t 
designate subcategories on the arne creen and provide a more c n rvati look. 
(Kendall & Kendall. 199~) 
17 
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Using colour in Screen Design 
Colour is an appeal in) and proven wn. to fn ·llitat • .nuput r input. Appropriate use of 
colours on display screen allow u to c ntrast foreground and background, to 
highlight important fields, to feature errors and to call attention to many other special 
attributes. 
I Iighly contrasting colours should be used for foreground and background. This helps 
users grasp what is presented quickly without straining. Specifically the top five most 
legible combinations of foreground lettering on background are (starting with the most 
legible combination): 
Black on yellow 
Green on white 
Blue on white 
White on blue 
Yellow on black 
J\s can be gathered from these possible foreground and background combin ti n , 
bright colours should be used for foreground s, with le .. bri ilu colour for th. 
background. 
Colour should be used to highlight important fields on screens. •icld that arc 
important can be coloured differently fr m the re 'I. W11c11 creating w .b-bn · · 1 
applications, hyperlinks are usually colour-coded to show user that a hypertext path 
can be taken. Hypcrlinks can be made to change colour after a u ser ha click d n 
them once with the mouse. This colour-coding prevents u ers from pu umg 
previously u ed hyperlinks and l iu h Ip, rgaru their car h and a them 
valuable time. 
18 
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User frieml/y 
The system created should not invol e an c mph ati ns v hen using it. Users of the 
system can involve inexperienced or experien d users. Therefore, the system should 
be made simple and precise. 
2.4.6. Programming 'I ools 
Visual C++ 6.0 
Microsoft was the company that developed Windows. After going throu h a 
successful ver ion up till version 2.0, Microsoft realised that in order t provide more 
Windows based functionality to the developer, more coding have to he don . Thi. 1s 
quite troublesome considering that some of the functions required thou. and: lin ·s f 
code to just display something like a box. 
Thus, to solve this problem, in conjunction with its Windows 3.0 Pica, 
Microsoft also released a development tool called Vi sual 1 I • 13y rcleasin • a 
development tool, it has ensured a future for the release of the . ubscqucnt Windox . 
version . 
In 1995, Microsoft also rclca 'Cd it· Mier · ft •01111chtio11 lass M ) in 
which all of Microsoft development tools upport. The eta i al o upport d b oth r 
software development vendor', urch orland(formerly lnpri ·e) and Intinuit. 
The MFC enable the programm r to easil call Window function b tating 
only a few command , leavin ' th codes u .cd to implement them t th op rating 
sy: tern to execute, 
19 
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CHAPTERJ 
METHODOLOGY 
3.1. Project Description 
As mentioned earlier report, E. Help Desk consists of two important modules, which 
are the public user interface module, the administrator module. 
The puhlic user module consists of a main feature, which are the search facility 
The admini strator module on the other hand, consi .ts of a data information keyin ' 
system. > 
Jn conclusion, E. Help Desk 1s a basic search engine usin > Natural I .an 111a 1' 
Processing. 
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3.2. Approach to System Development 
The approach used in developing E. Help De kis prototyping. Generally, there are four 
guidelines in developing a prototype. 
Work in manageable modules 
Build the prototype rapidly 
Modify the prototype in successive iterations 
Stress the user interface 
Working in manageable modules 
A manageable module is one that allows users to interact with its key features yet it 
can be built separately from the other system modules. Module features that ar 
deemed less important are purposely left out of the initial prototype. 
There were two public user interface module, the dealer module and the admini trator 
module, Since each of the. c modules iR quite wide, they were divided into A f w. nh- 
modules which were developed separate! . 
Although on the surface, it seems that the modules only employ few methods, but in 
the implementation, the sub module were necessary a to facilitate probl m ol ing. 
This is in line with the bjcct ricntcd Programmiu > approach. 
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Building the Prototype Rnpid~JI 
Speed is essential lo thc : uccc .. fol prototyping of an information system. After a brief 
analysis of information rcquir m nt , \V rking mod ls for the prototype were 
constructed. The prototype took less than a week to put together. Putting together an 
operational prototype both rapidly and earl. in the system development life cycle 
a1lows the analyst to gain valuable insight into how the following steps in the project 
should go. 
Time allocation for building each sub-module should be short since there are many 
other sub-modules need to be designed. To manage time, a Gantt chart was used. With 
software like Visual C 1 I 6.0, a prototype can be developed quickly as it is easy to 
learn and use. 
Mod(fyi11.f! the Prototype 
A third guideline for developing the prototype is that its construction must be blc to 
support modifications. Making the prototype modifiable means creating it in modul . 
that are not highly interdependent. If this guideline i · observed, less re nstancc is 
encountered when modification. in the prototype are nece .. ary. 
Once each of the modules were developed, they were tested with u er o that they 
meet the user requirement '. If the u .crs were not sHli sficd with certain crit iria, the 
modules were then modified according to their needs. Thi process took place for each 
module before they were linked together .o that they will not be hight_ 
interdependent. 
The prototype 1s generally modified several times, going through . ral 
modifi nti 11 • lurn re in th prototype should move the sy tern lo r t what u er 
say is important, Huch modification ucccssitatcs another evaluation by u scrs. 
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The user's interface with the prot 'Hill llv th s~ t m is very important. At 
this stage the goal of the analyst i. 1 d siun an int rfa that both allows the user to 
interact with the system with a minimum f training and fuss; and allows a maximum 
of user control over represented functions. 
3.2.l Prototyping Stages 
( 1 ) 
Develop the 
Requirement 
( 4) 
Modify & 
Refine 
Prototype 
( 2) ( 3) 
User evaluates 
the 
prototype 
Identify user· 
NO YES ( 5) 
Final 
Prototype 
Figure 3-1 : Stllges /11 Prototyping 
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Step 1 : Identify User Requirements 
Beginning or the development, whcr by, aathcrinu fr quirements was done to come 
up with a requirement pecificati n tatin aJJ requirements of users from the system. 
Step 2: Develop the prototype 
A prototype system was constructed. 
Step 3: User evaluates the prototype 
The user was involved in this step for evaluating and testing the prototype. If 
unsatisfied, users suggested modifications. 
Step 4: Modify and Refine prototype 
The developer refined prototype according to user suggestions and acids m new 
features. 
Step 5: Final prototype 
Lastly, after all the modifications arc carried out, a final prototype was de cl p xl. 
3.3. .Justification 
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3.3.1 Advantages of Prototyping 
system developed more quickly 
system respond to changes more ea ily 
users are more involved in the system .so the developer spends less effort in 
information gathering 
many end-user computing tools and software are suitable to he used with 
prototyping 
development costs are low 
3.3.2 Application/suitability 
simple systems 
small systems 
when the user is not able to state all the requirements in the beginnin r 
for risky systems 
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3.4. System Requirements 
It is necessary lo draw out the syst m's r quirem nts to provide a guideline for 
developing the system. A requir ment i a feature of the system or description of 
something the system is capable of doing in order to fulfill the system's purpose. 
The system's requirements for this project were determined for the three separate 
modules. The type of requirements for a project is normally separated into functional 
requirements and the non-functional requirements. 
3.4.1 Functional Requirements 
A functional reqnircmcnt describes an interact ion between the . ystcm and it: 
environment. It also describes how the system should behave given a certain timuli. 
The functional requirements for E. Help Desk were separated between the two 
modules. 
o A Public User Module 
This module accepts questions from the user and display the appropriat 
an wer. This module is divided into three sub modules 
a) Question Field - The users of the systems inputted their questions here. 
b) Answer module - Thi· module di play the appropriate an wer to the que stion . 
c) Linking Module - In this 111od11lc, the quc: lion. arc hrok n into . trin tok n. 
which is then searched in the databa sc, Thi modul also format the an " er 
accordina to the typc : f question asked. 
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o Administrator Module 
In this module, only the information n ed d t be updated into the user module 
are entered. 
3.4.2 Non-Functional Requirements 
A non-functional requirement describes a restriction on the system that limits the 
choice for constructing a solution to the problem. These solutions will narrow down 
the selection of programming languages, platform or implementation techniques or 
tools. 
Among the non-functional requirements of ·. l lelp Deskare :- 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) 
Graphical User Interface allows direct manipulation of the graphical representation on 
the screen, which can be accomplished with keyboard input or a mou c. The ku. t 
GIB is the constant feedback on task accomplishment that it provides. The us ·rs of 
Web sites are unknown to the developer, so a design must be clear-cut. 
User Friendly 
Associated to the previous rcqu iremcnt, this function also allow' user to operate the 
system with ease. Thi i done by pr viding the nece ary ommand , h Ip and di plav 
foedback 
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3.5 Tools Used 
3.5. I Hardware 
I. A computer with a minimum requir m nt of hardware as below was needed to 
develop E. Help Desk: 
11 32 MB of memory 
o 600 MB of storage 
o a Pentium 200 
3.5.2 Software 
• Microsoft Visual C++- 6. 0 
For Client applications (Interface and Processing) 
• Microsoft Intemet Explorer version 5. 0 
As a Browser to view documents saved from the internet 
• Adobe Acrobat Reader 
Used 1o read other documentation' from the internet 
• Microsoft Windows Mlllennium 
Development Operating System 
• Microsoft Wlndows 98 
Other Operating S tern Where The S stem Was Al o Te ted 
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• Microsoft Word 2000 
Documentation 
Why Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 was used 
Visual C++ 6.0 was chosen a. the as the main tool for the development of E. Help 
Desk because of it's the most used software platform used to develop Windows 
Application. 
3.5.3 Programming Tools 
• Visual C++ 6.0 
• Visual Basic 6. 0 
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CHAPTER 4 
SYSTEM DESIGN 
Design phase is the stage of system de elopment ' here the requirements for the 
system are translated into the system characteristics. 
4.1 System Design 
4.1.l Prerequisites for Systems Design 
System design is conducted after carefu evaluation of the following requirements: 
0 User requirements 
0 Hardware requirements 
0 Systems requirements 
User Requirements 
In designing new systems, the analyst must consider the requirements of the major 
user, as well as other users, and determine the extent of their dependence 011 th · new 
system. Cost is often a major constraint, which i111plics lh~I a new sy: t 111 seldom 
meets the requirements of all users. Jn the end, a balance between co t and 
performance must be incorporated for an overall satisfactory system design. 
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In determining the user's requirement , nu und rst nd1n: mu, t b r ach d as to what 
can be expected of the system. Alth u hit L th" users resp nsibility to spell out what 
is needed, 1his phase is often dclc :)at d 10 th s_ st m's analyst for a final decision. 
Thus, the computer professional whose orientation i of analysis and design of systems 
conveniently specifics the user's requirements. 
Hardware Requirements 
Systems design requires an evaluation of the processing methods used by the new 
system. Of the methods available, computer-based systems design is the most 
complex. Then, it is important that the systems analyst he familiar with the computer 
system's capabilities and limitations and alternative ways of achieving optimum 
efficiency of system operation . 
• Systems Requirements 
The primary systems requirements are economy, flexibility, reliability, simplicity and 
acceptability. That is a system must he economical to operate, flexible erH1H ih to 
accommodate future change and capable of producing reliable output acceptable to th 
user. 
Economy 
Traditionally, the analyst is expected to de. i in a . y. tern that will meet the us er'. 
requirements at the lowest cost possible. 
Flexibility 
The new .ysterns .hould incorporate features that make it po ssiblc to modify an 
aspect of the . vstcm when necessary. ln addition 10 meet in the u. er'. pr . ent 
rcquirem nts, new sys! ms should accommodate chan res in future requir ment 
withoiu the 11' .d for a runjor or frequent update. 
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Simplicity 
A simple, yet flexible . ystcm dcsi n d 1< s r th nc ds of th user at a reasonable 
cost would be ideal. 
Reliability 
Reliability refers to the confidence the user has in the output of the new system. An 
analyst must assume a total responsibility for securing a reliable system. 
Acceptability 
Throughout the design phase, it is extremely important to secure the acceptance and 
support of C:1J1 users who will be affected by the new system. The performance of most 
reliable systems can also be threatened without the user's cooperation and . upport. 
To summarize, a new system is designed through a creative effort of the analy: 1. A 
new system should satisfy a particular user's requirement without adversely affecting 
the information's requirement of the users. 
4.J.2 Architectural Design 
The primary objective of architectural de. ign stage is 10 develop a modular program 
structure that represents the control relationships between modules. In addition, 
architectural de sign meld· program ·tnrcturc and data ·tnrcture defining interfac · that 
enables data flow throu rhout the program. Diagrams below represents the 
architectural design f r '· l Iolp Desk, public user module. the dealer modul and th' 
Hd111i11is1rrtlor module 
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h rcr J : y tern D sign 
. Help Desk 
II 
II 
l User Module 
A 'A' 
Administrator Module 
• 
Figure 4-1: Architectural Design of E. llelp Desk 
User Interface 
Search Engine Help Dialog 
Figure 4-2: Arehitectnra! nestun of User Module 
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Administrator 
Interface 
1F========::!!=========;,  
II 
II 
d Delete Data 
I Ml!lilllliiilliilli!lill' L Add Data 
Figure 4-3: Architectural Design of Administrator Module 
4.2 Search Engine Strategy 
E. Help Desk uses keywords searching to shift through the information thnt i. 
contained in the information knowledge. First, the sentence is tokenized to extract 
word tokens that can ht: used as . carch keywords. The. c keywords arc then . carchcd; 
the only difference is that the keywords go through difference search and mntchinz 
procedures. 
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The procedures can be shown by the dia 'mm b 1 w: 
d Queries ~ Keywords d Keywords 
;__,.--· ·'---· __ ..,. ·'----· ---- 
1 1 
I Type Of Quesnon Search 
1 
,.i 
I Replies -· • 
Match 
Figure 4-3: Architectural Design of Search function 
4.3. User Interface Design 
4.3.1. Types of User Interface 
There are several different kind· of user interface are con sidered when 
preparin > for the interface for E. I Iclp Desk. ven though Graphical U. er Int dace 
( UI) is the main interface used for --:. llelp e k, but for the whole y tern. a 
selection of' inf ·rfac ·s is Hppli xl. A liHI or interfaces is Ii. led below 
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Graphical User Interface 
Graphical User Interface allow. dir cl manipulatir n f th graphical representation on 
the screen, which can be accompli hed with k yboard input, or a mouse. Direct 
manipulation requires more system sophistication than other user interfaces. 
With E. Help Desk, users are able to navigate with just a click on the buttons. The 
creation of Graphical User Interface has posed a challenge, because by introducing 
unnecessary icons or buttons, it made the interaction between the user and the system 
quite difficult. Thus, a simple interlace is preferred. 
Menus 
This interface appropriately borrows its name from the list of dishes that can be 
selected in a restaurant. Similarly, a menu interface provides the u ser with an on- 
screen list of available selections. 
Jn responding to the rnenn, a user is limited to the options displayed. The user need not 
to know the system but does need to know the task should be accomplished. To b st 
utilise the menu, users must know which task they desire to perform. 
In administrator mode, there a few important forms are prepared for the admini trator 
to change the contents of the database. Most of' these text fields have brief e planar ion 
to facilitate the administrator. This i done to save time and avoid errors. E. Ilelp De k 
consists or only very simple forms for u: crs and administrator, therefore there will not 
be any complications involved in submitting the correct and viable details. 
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4.3.2. Dialog and Desktops 
Dialog is the communication between the computer and a person. Well-designed 
dialog makes it easier for people 10 u c a computer and leads to less frustration with 
the computer system. There are several key points for designing good dialog. They 
include:- 
l. Meaningful communication, so that user understands what people are entering and 
people understands what the computer is presenting or requesting. 
2. Minimal user interaction 
3. Standard operation and consistency 
Communication 
In E. I lelp Desk, information is presented clearly to the user. This include prcscntin 
an appropriate title on each screen, minimizing the use of ahhrcviations, and provicii11) 
a clear user feedback. 
User instructions (most of them are in one line) are supplied regarding details on each 
screen of E. Help Desk. 
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Minimal User Action 
Keying is often the slowest part of a ompuicr s_ st m, and fast and easy interface w111 
minimize the time needed to complete and mquiry. In E. Help Desk, this is 
accomplished using many different ways. 
I. Keying few words instead of whole sentence. 
[n E. Help Desk, other than keying in the whole sentence, users can use just type in the 
keywords thaJ will he used for searching the knowledge base. Words such as 'is' and 
'are' can be safely omitted. 
2. Retrieving data that is already stored. 
For E. Help Desk administrators, there is not much work involved in dclct in 1 and 
modifying information. Thus, skeletal information on the text fields are provided. All 
the relevant information on the cars will he displayed in a form. Then administrator 
can just delete or modify necessary information. 
Standard Operation and Consistency 
The operation should be consistent throughout it. . ct of different screen. and in the 
mechanisms for controlling the operation of the screen throughout different 
applicat ions. Consistency make: it easier for the users to learn how to u. c n , 
portions of the system once they arc familiar with one component. onsistency is 
achieved in .... Help De sk 
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CHAPTERS 
SYSTEM DEVELOPlVIENTANll TESTING 
Usually, in a software prototyping project, the requirement analysis, system design 
and development phases do not have a clear boundary. Each phase tends to involve 
one another. System development is a process that while converting the system 
requirements and designs into program codes involves some modifications to the 
previous design. 
System development translates to a detail representation of the software into a 
programming language realisation. The translation process continues when a computer 
accepts a source code as an input and produces a machine code. In order to carry that 
out, appropriate tools and suitable languages are needed to code the pro trams. !\ 
number of software tools were chosen in the development of R. Help Desk. 
5.1 Development Environment 
5.1.l Software Tools Requirements 
l. Software Tools for Design and Report Writing 
The design process involves the drawing of structure charts, data flow diagram and 
other drawings that form the foundation of the software development. The purpo e of 
thi graphic ha ed logical desi m is to provide an overall view of the system and 
interconnection between the modules. The tools 11 'Cd here arc Microsoft PowcrPoint 
2000 and Micro oil W rd 2000 for Windows. 
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2. Software Tool· for Development 
During the course of development for . H Ip D sk a a t array of software tools 
were used. Table 5.1 below depicts the software us d to develop the system. 
Table 5.1: Summary of Software Used 
Software Module Description 
J Microsoft Windows 98 System requirement Operating system used for I 
testing compatibility 
Microsoft Windows System requirement Operating system used for 
Millennium development 
Microsoft Visual C++ 6.0 System requirement Development tool -- -- - - - 
5.2 Development of E. Help Desk 
5.2.1 Application Development 
As much of the system's development have been covered earlier. the authour 
considered it suffice to say that it was done using the appropriate methods availabl . 
5.2.2. Coding Approach 
Good programming . kills produce a reliable and easy lo maintain s tern. A good 
codin • nyle alway · requires :· 
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I. Rcadahili1y 
The source code should be able to be r ad b oth r programmers and also non- 
programmers without any difficulties. This require :- 
• Selection of identifier (variables and labels name) 
• Compos it ion of comments 
• Organization of the overall program 
2. Good Naming Technique 
This means that names given to variables, controls and modules should provide for 
easy identification for the programmer. The naming convention should be created with 
coding consistency and standardization in mind. 
3. Internal Documentation 
Internal documentation contains information directed at someone who will be reading 
the source code of your programs. Thus, summary information i. provided to idcnt if. 
the program and describe its data structures, algorithms and control flow, Usually, thi 
information is placed at the beginning or each component in a set or conuncuu call d 
the header comment block. 
An example of header comment block is attached in the appendix. It is written in the 
sample source code for random function. 
oding in E. I lelp De k provide an internal documentation so that other programmer 
easily understand the code'. 
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4. Modularity 
In a modular design, the components ha Iin cd inputs and outputs, and each 
component has a clearly stated purpo . Thu it i easy to examine each component 
separately from the other to determine whether the component implements its required 
tasks. Moreover, modular components are organized in a hierarchy, as a result of 
decomposition or abstraction, so that we can investigate the system one level at a time. 
For these reasons, we try 10 design om software so that it is as modular as possible. 
Components are said to be arranged in different levels of abstraction. The levels of 
abstraction help us to understand the problem addressed by the system and the solution 
proposed by the design. By examining the levels from the top and working down, the 
more abstract problems can be handled first and their solution carried through as the 
detailed description is generated. 
Modularity also bides details. An advantage of this information hiding is that a h 
component hides a design decision from others. Thus, if design decisions arc likely to 
change, the design as a whole can remain intact while only the component d rgn 
changes. 
Abstraction and information hiding allows us to examine the ways in which 
components are related to one another in overall design, We strive in most designs to 
make the components independent of one another. 
To recognize and measure the degree of component independence in a design, we u e 
two concepts: coupling and cohesion. 
Coup/in!f 
We say tluu two components arc highly coupled when there is a great deal of 
dependence between them. Loo ely coupled comp nents have some d p nd nc but 
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the interconnections among component ar " ink. mponents have no 
interconnections al all; they arc completely ind pend nt. 
Cohesion 
In contrast to measuring the interdependence of components, cohesion refers to 
internal "glue" with which a component is constructed. The more cohesive a 
component, the more related the internal parts of the component are to each other and 
to its overal1 purpose. In other words, a component is cohesive if a11 elements of the 
component are directed toward and are essential for performing the same task. 
S.2.3 Coding Style 
Coding style is an important attribute of source code and it determines the 
intclligihility of a program. An easy to read source code makes the system easier to h 
maintained and enhanced. The elements of style include internal (source code level) 
documentation, method for data declaration and approach 10 'lalcmcnt construction. 
The following lists down some of the styles used during the coding of E. I lclp De 'k:- 
J . Selection of meaningful identifiers (variables and labels) name. 
2. Description and appropriate comments, written in the source code. 
3. Indentation of codes increases the readability of source code. 
5.3 System Testing 
Testing is performed to ensure that the programs are executed correctly and conforms 
to th requircrmmts -µecificd. It provide· a method lo uncover logic error and fl r 
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testing system reliability. The stratcgie us id f r 1 'sting are unit t ting, integration 
testing and system tcstin >. 
Validation 
System testing validates the requirements. Validation ensures that the system has 
implemented a11 of the requirements, so that each system function can be traced back 
to a particular requirement in the specification. That is, validation makes sure that the 
developer is building the right product (according to the specification). 
Vertticaaon 
System testing also verifies the requirements. Verification ensures that each function 
works correctly. Verification checks the quality of the implementation. 
For R. Help Desk, in general 3 types of testing arc performed:- 
• Unit Testing 
• Integration Testing 
• System Testing 
5.3. l Unit Testing 
teps the authour has taken i11 unit le ·ti11 •:- 
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1. Firnt, the code is examined hy rcadin 1 thn 11 ih it, tryin to spot algorithm, data, 
and syntax faults. Comparing the cod with th p cifications and with the design 
was also be done to make sure that all relevant ca es are considered. 
2. Next, the code is compiled and remaining syntax faults are eliminated. 
3. Finally, test cases are simulated to show that the input is properly converted to the 
desired output is developed. This pertains to testing the system by using it. 
In unit testing, each of these steps one at a time was examined. 
During the unit testing phase of E. Help Desk, all small or big fonctions and 
subroutines were re: ted 10 check for coding or logical errors. The three basic step. 
stated above were followed during the unit testing of E. Help Desk. Often, the logical 
errors were the most difficult to rectify as it's quite hard to detect. Iicn, the logi .al 
error will cause the application to crash during the execution. 
5.3.2 Integration Testing 
In E. I Ielp Desk, this strategy involves combining modules one by one, that i u mg 
the incremental integration approach. Therefore, the ystcm that is constructed is 
tested in small segments where errors are more likely to be tested completely b cau e 
they are easily isolated and corrected and a systematic test approach may be applied. 
Moreover the interfaces are more likely to be tested completely too. 
5.3.3 System Tcstin~ 
ystcm testing is actually a series or different test whose prirnar purpo c is full_ 
c crci ing the computer-ha cd system. System testing i to ensure that th tem i 
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functioning well under a larger system. P crf rmin T • ~st em t sting n ·. Help Desk 
was to ensure that all system elem nts hav h 11 int' rrat cd and P rform the functions 
as required. 
System Testing Process 
There arc many steps in testing a system : 
1. Function testing 
2. Performance testing 
3. Acceptance testing 
4. Installation testing 
Performance test of E. Help Deskcompares the integrated components with the 
nonfunctional system requirements, including accuracy, ipccd and reliability, 
An acceptance test was done to make sure that the system meets users understanding 
of the requirements, which may be different from the users. For . Help De. k, . omc of 
my friends were asked to test the system, so that they can give their opinion regarding 
the system. Un
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requirements 
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FIGURE 5.1 : Steps ill testing process 
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CHAPTER6 
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
6.1 Features of E. Help Desk 
The main features of E. Help Desk are divided into 2 parts, which are the public mode, 
the dealer mode and the administration mode. Each feature in both the modes are 
described below :- 
• Administrator function 
Update data 
Whenever there is a need to update existing data, administrator can select an 
particular data and modify it. Besides that· an administrator can also update iL 
specifications and characteristics by filling in the appropriate fields in the form. 
• Public User Functions 
Search 
A user is able to search for his or her particular query hy keying in particular 
keywords in the search text box and then clicking on the answer button. The ystem 
will soon provide the fill list of details for the closest match as requested by the user. 
A user can either key in using upperca c or lowercase letters. If the car typed in ar 
not in the database, the system will notify the user about it. 
6.2 System , trengths 
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J. Speed of rapid development. 
E. Help Desk was developed in about three months. In r al Ii e sp e rapid 
development is important because system that u ua 11 r quire a g • ration period 
to develop may be outdated even before it is ready to b u d. 
2. Windows Platform 
Being developed for Windows based computer, E. I Ielp Desk enjoys the ease of 
use as Windows platform is the mo t popular operating system used by most 
people (about 80% of PC users). 
3. lJ er Friendly Interface 
. . l Ielp Desk has a very user-friendly interface. ft i easy to use even by 
inexperienced users. All the features arc labeled in the . irnplcst way possible, so 
that users will not be left wondering about the use of each feature. With interesting 
icons and titles describing each feature, users will find . Help Desk an intcrc tin r 
search system to use. 
4. Ease of control and manipulation. 
Since E. I Ielp Desk uses a simple approach, it i · easy t u e and control each 
feature. U scrs can ca ily choo sc <111 appr priatc wtty t .carch. 
5. ase Insco itive. 
U er are allowed to earch with lowercas e letter , upp rca c letter r a mix of 
ca e . The databa .. will be abl t find th mutche s, re iardl · · · of th· case t p 
Ill. 
6. Help Ohtlog 
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E. Help Desk also has a help dialo r feature, whi h an h .lp us rs if111'.' ne any 
help while using E. Help De. k. This i. provided so that R. H Ip D sk fin l ) full 
use to the users. 
7. Maintenance 
E. Help Desk has an administrator menu, which allows administrator to add new 
data, update existing data and delete any unwanted data. A11 these can be done 
without accessing the database because all these changes are allowed in the 
interface. Administrator need not worry to perform these entire tasks since they 
can be done in a very simple way. For example, to delete and modify any data, the 
particular data can be selected on the interface itself. 
6.3 System Limitations 
I. La k ofother interact ions 
The system is supposed to also provide other interactions, such a displaying the 
location map of the Arca or receiving the qucsti 11 vin v ice rec gnili 11 and speech 
nthesi . The s stem's ideal implementation will be in a n twor ed envir nrncnt 
where it act· a· a search engine for the u .cr to a ·k quc stion · which wi 11 be 
an. wcrcd spccificall by t pc of question, in such cas ·s displa 111 multi media or 
databa e capabiln, if p ibl . 
2. Umit id Graph! · lllttstt. utans 
0111 tin1cs. us ·1s will und .rstand !he s ·t ·111 better if uaphical Illustration or 
c 'II I h tc • r th \ d . ·dpt i in \ Cl' • Pl ) id ·d. 
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'hnpt r 7: onclusi n 
~llAPTER 7 
CONC ll~ ION 
7 .1 ProbJems encountered 
I. Lack of knowledge in applications development. 
Source Coding. 
The biggest problem that the authour encountered throughout this coursework is the 
lack of good reference books from the library and other sources such as the internet. 
What was meant by this is that although the books themselves provide g od 
instructions, often they do not d scribe how lo adapt the examples in real world 
application . Many of the examples are mostly for classroom learning, which only 
give the reader a ba ic understanding of the development systems. The example, for 
other sources were also plagued by this problem. 
7.2 Solutions to problems 
I. Rooks 
T I iarn how to code in Visual 't 1 book· on ' 't 1 and Visual '1 were u ed. 
Thi· helped me to understand th· Visu»] ; 1 I· ·0111111a11d ·. 
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2. Searching on the internet 
Some of the wch sites referred helped the authour to zain knov 1 ch n fllo rithrn. 
that may be used on my system. Pr gramming d ign sit help m n the 
design aspect of E. Help Desk. 
3. Discussions with supervisor 
Through discussions with the authour's supervisor, the authour has learnt the best 
way to present the information to 11 scrs. 
7.3 Knowledge Gained 
Throughout the entire development phase of . Help Desk. there was no doubt a lot of 
knowledge was gained. Among them are: 
1. Learnt additional software tools. 
Languages like Visual ++were used to create web application. 
2. Mastered th process of creating software. 
The whole proce · · of creating .oftwarc wa · implemented, bcgi11ni11g from the u .cr's 
r quir ments to the analysis, . y. tern de. i 111, odin 1 and final! the re: tin 1 of th 
software. 
kill in gathcrin 1 inf rmation and facts. 
Inforuuuion nc ·d ·d for I~. 1 Iolp 0 ·sk' us .oll .ctcd 1101 0111 Irum : nc s( urcc, but HI· 
fr 111 , ernl pla s und P"OPI . Thi' ther f r · uuprov ·d m comrnunicauon . kill. and 
int irp ·rs ual skills. 
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4. Experience in problem solvin , 
Prohlem solving here refers 10 the implementation of a .. st m,' hi his th 11\_ 
ofit. 
5. Learn to work independently. 
This experience was very different from other assignment , as I had to work 
independent ly and all sorts of' new tensions were also experienced. 
6. Ski11s in writing documentation. 
I gained knowledge of the proper format of documentation. 
7.4 Conclusion 
This system was completed successfully with its strengths and limitations a. 
mentioned earlier. Generally, it is a user-friendly system and is easily under to d. 
Throu It this s stern, the fa t that the . ollwarc en unccrin part of a .. tern was 
understood and this will help a lot in devel ping future project . 
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App ndix A: .. ch fol' 
APPENDIX A 
'CHEDULE 
Figure A-1 below shows the schedule for the development of s stem 
an" May 2001 - so" August 2001 
Identify User Requirements 
During this period of time , the focus was mainly on identifying user requirements. At the 
beginning of this period , the objectives, scope and significance of were specified so that the 
authour knew what he' going to do. nee thi was done,a review of literature wa carried 
out. Review of Literature wa: followed by review on methodology. 111 this phase, project 
description, approach, justification, development strategy, proposed tools and the statement of 
expected outcome were specified. 
301h August 2001 
Submission of Propo al 
29111 October 20 1 - 20111 November 2001 
System desi n and development of protot' p .. 
uring thi peri d f time, all the protot pc wcr · dev I ped startin 1 with the public u r 
modul follow .d h adminislnrtor 111od11k 
201" Nov .mbe r 200 I - 71" December 00 I 
lJ er lw11lm1C • 'I'he ProCof. l>t' 
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Identify what exactly the users want and if the u er ar not . atis fie , pr t t) s are 
modified. 
27th December 2001- 41h January 2001 
Prototypes modified and refined 
After listing out the flaws in the prototypes developed , they are soon modified according to 
the users need and . pcci ficat ions. 
I th .January 2002 - 201b .lanuary 2002 
Development of final prototype and y tern te ting 
lf the users are sati fied with the refined prototype , a final prototype will be developed and 
all the prototype. will he linked together. Prototypes arc tested before and alter rhc Mc 
linked. Lastly, system testing was carried to confirm that it is error free. 
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Appendix A: ch" nl 
Review of 
~' ~ .. ;'!: . .:.. ;::' 'lm n'"'" 1:1111 ill>ll !I'll' !!1111 N Literature uu 
'-~ ·-·- ·- ,_ ,_ ,_ ,_ "- ,_ - System Analysis If ~Jt.' ''''1 , 1;1r. :11n; 111~:: iilifl ::::f ~11111 lllil! t;1111 ruu 
System Design 
llf " ' ''t ·~ -~! ~- ... • ·- ,___ - - - -·- - - ,_ ,_ ·-· ·-·· ,_ - r+r I System it """'10 ~~;2;' f ' .: 'lfl 
Development 
I . ·•! l.:;. ....,'": . ·:~am:1:r:u£ ·~ .. 
System Testing I ·~ .... -- 
I .. i 
Documentation 
May '01 Jul '01 Aug 'OJ Sept 'OJ Oct'Ol Nov '01 Nov '01 
Liter a turf' 
Revi w of 
System Analysis 
Documt>ntatiori 
System 
Development 
Figure A-1 Project chedule 
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Introduction 
E. Help Desk is a Natural I .an iua )C hascd-: carch en )n for an:i\ rmu n rmal ft m th 
user .. It has two main modules which is the u er modul and th administrator m dule. 
The user module caters to qu tion from the u er wher a the admini tration modules 
provide means for updating new information inside the knowledge base. This User 
Manual contains a step-by-step guide for beginners on how to it. 
System Installation 
The system can be copied using normal copy or in stallation wizard. 
Hardware Requirement 
The hardware configuration requirement for acce ing ·. I lelp e k are a f How : 
·~ Pentium t 66 M1Iz proce or 
·:· t 6Ml3 R/\M 
·:· 14" olour 
y /\ Monitor (with res lution set to 800 60 
_ 17' in h rec mmend xl 
I' d ' trator modul • r •c uuncnd ·d f r the ll scr module) 
•:· Mous· 1ora 1111111 ' • 
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•:• Windows keyboard 
Software Requirements 
E. Help Desk requires the following software to ac c .. it. w b pa e: 
•!• Microsoft Windows 95 (or later) 
How Lo access the E. Help Desk l Iser module 
- Run the user module's cxe file 
How Lo access the . Help Desk Administrator module 
- Run the administrator module's exe file 
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How To Use The User M dulc 
!!'ll"IN"~ 
n.tMA Mk IJW,11(") .... td "J.i r,W.A 
~ igurc l : The module for the u er 
As shown in the first figure, this is the user module. Here, a map of the building 
is shown as the intended application is for answering question based on the uilding' 
t cnan t. Abo vc the map there arc two text fi cld s. The fir st one i · the query field where 
u. er ent r. the que tion and another one is the an. wer field where the an.' er ill b 
di pla ed. 
Beside the two field are two button which i a k and help. he a k button i for 
a ·king the ·y uem t return th· query' · question where a' the help butt n will bring 
ubnlll th· h ·Ip cfo1ln 1 
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Notice that the interface will be kept to a mmunum n th us r ill n t 
expected to learn how to use the ystcm . Instead, it is i m re intuiti 
After the user ask the question, the ystcm will an v r th qu stion, , hile 
highlighting the relevant place 
n » 
lr<c<OCllOn 
!'Ito•• ·-olxllAl!W~ 
YlliERE IS lOiLEl 
" -. 1" U lJ r'' U•Q 
Figure 2 : Example of the module in action 
. 1 t tie place is hi hli ihted where the probable place L . ituatcd Notice t ta l · 
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How To Use The Administrat r M dul 
tif(r:1&1 l'\'i\-'\.UWJf1 J:ei11YVtJr 
fllllnl' 
Wotdl 
])'!)!! 
W0<d2 
r,"""°'d' 
Wotdl 
Wa<d 4 
'"'""J~ 
D•1t1~on Wo1df. I wout7 
Wr.1t:fll 
"''~" 
W01d10 
Lota\Kln 
l1M! 
f)l"'f'htW'I 
0 ,...,, 
Figure 3 : The administrator' module 
Thi i the admini rrator' module where th inf rmati n for the n wled 1 t na: 
is updated. Notice that there are three infonnati n rr up and a help ult n. 
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.~1- 
\111)!.ll 
Wool~ 
Wo.<13 
Wc;i<I~ 
Vlotd5 
WOid~ 
rroup ' W"'H escription WoidB ~ Woid9 I
llJ01d 10 I 
toc;,i..-,,n 
11 .... 
o ... \a6\ 
Un1 '- 
Figure 4 : eneral De cription 
The first group is the General Dcscript ion, which, as the name itself sug csts, provide a 
basic description of the information. There are small text fields and a lar e te t field. 
hey are: 
I. Name : Name of the place\ item 
2. T p 
: What t_ p it i '.g. h p aincnitic , ct 
3. Keyw rd : /\ basic kc word d s ribing it 
4. 
: /\ '1111111 pro , •,pl iinin 1 hot it is. 
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GeiwelOe:c~ 
.. "YW()tdt 
H- "'"'rl1 
T)'llO 
Wn<11i 
l\CJNl()lcU 
WOldJ 
W(l(4~ 
'Wctd5 
D='1!i.in ~ Wood•· 
W1J1JI I 
Keywords - Wan!O 
Wood9 I 
WnuilO I 
lot:· 
rJ..•1 
01-.liiun 
U1 tor-.. 
Figure 5 : Keyword' 
The second group is the Keyword .. Thi. is the kc words where the sy. rem will 11• c 10 
search for relevant information. Up to ten words can be entered. This enable the item to 
have relevant but not obvious keyword . U
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WMil 
Wou1~ 
wr.uJ 
Wr.04 
WOTdS 
WOldl, 
w w J1 
W0<d8 ' I Woid Wnirl10 
Location ~ : ·~:: 
Figure 6: Location 
The location field will be used to determine the location of the item. Note that this 
location is relative to the point of ori in, which will be determined earlier. There ar : 
I. Floor Which floor it i. 
2. Direction North, South, I 
3. Oi. lance in 111 'I 'r from th' ori >i11 (horizoutallv if' applier hi ) 
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